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ABSTRACT
Build systems are essential for modern software maintenance and development, while build failures occur frequently across software systems, inducing non-negligible costs in development activities. Build failure resolution is a challenging problem and multiple studies have demonstrated that developers spend non-trivial time in resolving encountered build failures; to relieve manual efforts, automated resolution techniques are emerging recently, which are promising but still limitedly effective. Understanding how build failures are resolved in practice can provide guidelines for both developers and researchers on build issue resolution. Therefore, this work presents a comprehensive study of fix patterns in practical build failures. Specifically, we study 1,080 build issues of three popular build systems Maven, Ant, and Gradle from Stack Overflow, construct a fine-granularity taxonomy of 50 categories regarding to the failure symptoms, and summarize the fix patterns for different failure types. Our key findings reveal that build issues stretch over a wide spectrum of symptoms; 67.96% of the build issues are fixed by modifying the build script code related to plugins and dependencies; and there are 20 symptom categories, more than half of whose build issues can be fixed by specific patterns. Furthermore, we also address the challenges in applying non-intuitive or simplistic fix patterns for developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Build systems play an essential role in modern software development, facilitating developers’ build activities by automatically transforming source code to executable software. Meanwhile, build failures occur frequently both in commercial and open-source software systems [17, 22, 27] and postpone software development activities with non-negligible costs [17]. Multiple previous studies [17, 32] show that developers spend non-trivial efforts in resolving their encountered build failures. To facilitate manual resolution, studies on automated build failure fixing are emerging in recent years. For example, Al-Kofahi et al. [6] proposed a fault localization approach for Makefiles based on dynamic execution trace analysis; Lou et al. [18] utilized program analysis and search-based strategies to fix general-type build failures. Although promising, existing automated techniques have been shown to have limited effectiveness in practice (especially for general-type build failures) and the state-of-the-art technique can fix only a small ratio of build failures (i.e., 18%) [18].

To provide developers and researchers with practical guidelines on this challenging problem, understanding how build failures are resolved by developers in practice is helpful. Fortunately, two recent studies have shed some light on this problem. Zhang et al. [32] studied fix patterns in compiler errors in build process; Macho et al. [19] investigated frequent resolution patterns in dependency-related build failures. However, both studies target at only a specific failure type, leaving many other categories of build failures unexplored. So far there is no comprehensive understanding of fix patterns across different types of build failures.

Therefore, in this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study on general build failures, considering both symptoms and fix patterns. We collect a dataset of 1,080 Stack Overflow (SO) posts related to build issues in three mainstream Java build systems Maven, Gradle, and Ant [14, 20, 26, 27]. Based on the dataset, we manually summarize build failure symptoms and fix patterns from SO question
The summary of all findings and implications is listed in Table 1. Following developers’ instructions. The inputs of build process usually vary among different build systems. For example, *Gradle* requires a build script written in Groovy DSL while a *Maven* script is written in XML format. The resource refers to the artifacts necessary for the build process (e.g., images). As for the other required non-local artifacts (e.g., dependencies or plugins), the build system downloads them from external repositories. Besides, a successful build process also relies on the *build environment*, referring to the operation system, run-time environment (e.g., memory), network setting, or other installed software. We include IDE in the build process, since besides command lines, build tasks can also be invoked in IDE. Build process is associated with these components, and thus build failures may come from any of them or their interaction.

**Workflow.** Once the build system is launched, it first parses and validates the input build script (e.g., checks syntax and resolves properties defined in the script code). Then build system prepares the required dependencies and plugins by downloading them from specified location (e.g., central/remote/local repository). The subsequent build process is a sequence of build tasks and each of them is actually an invocation of certain plugin. For example, *Maven* utilizes the plugin *maven-compiler-plugin* to perform compilation task and the *maven-deploy-plugin* to deploy distributable outputs; *Gradle* is capable of building Android applications with various extended functions in the plugin Android. Various build tasks are shown in Figure 1, such as test, code analysis, and document generation; tasks of compilation and resource preparation are also based on plugin invocations, but they are put outside the box since they are common build tasks and often invoked by default. After all the build tasks finish, besides the by-product (e.g., reports generated by specific plugins), the main output (e.g., an executable project) is available for execution or distribution. We regard a build as successful, only when the workflow finishes without interruption, and all the tasks and outputs behave as developers’ expectation; otherwise, we consider it as a build failure.

### 3 Methodology

To understand how developers resolve build issues, we analyze the build-related posts on Stack Overflow (SO). Figure 2 illustrates the overview of the methodology used in our study.
Table 1: Summary of findings and implications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Findings about how-to build issues</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.1 Developers ask a wide range (11 high-level categories) of how-to topics on build systems, and grammar (27.25%), common tasks (19.14%), I/O (15.51%), dependencies (12.61%), and command line (8.56%) are asked most frequently.</td>
<td>L.1 The frequently asked how-to topics imply the vulnerable components in a build script, which may be given priority attention for build failure detection and fix techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.2 Most (80.84%) questions are about build script programming and some developers complain about limited help from documents and tutorials.</td>
<td>L.2 The documentation of plugins, libraries, and build tools should be improved in terms of the completeness, usability, and readability; code generation techniques may be adopted to facilitate build script generation and completion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings about build issue symptoms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.3 We construct a taxonomy of 50 symptom categories for build issues; and 25 error categories in dependency resolution (19.57%), parse (15.48%), output execution (14.41%), compilation (12.04%), and assemble (8.17%) are frequently asked by developers (69.68% in total).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.4 Output execution (14.41%) covers build issues with delayed exposure and 65.67% of them encounter class loading error.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings about fix patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.5 More than half (67.96%) of the build issues are fixed by patterns related to plugins and dependencies, covering 37 out of 50 symptom categories. The top two frequent fixing patterns are correcting plugin setting (18.27%) and adding missing dependency (13.54%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.6 20 out of 50 symptom categories have frequent fixing patterns, such as adding missing dependency to resolve class loading error and changing build tool version to solve plugin apply error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.7 There is no common fix pattern for most symptom categories (60.00%) and each category has more than three fix patterns in average (range from 1 to 10), indicating that a non-negligible part of build issues are fixed case by case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.8 Most (79.78%) fix patterns are simple and contain only a few lines of modification but require comprehensive and up-to-date knowledge on third-party resources to apply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.9 Some symptom categories are fixed by non-intuitive patterns (e.g., illegal symbol fixed by changing plugin version) and in these cases developers often find it challenging to localize the causes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Overview of the methodology

3.1 Data Collection

It has been a common practice for SE researchers to get insight into developers’ concerns on different SE issues by mining related posts from SO [5, 7, 8, 23, 30, 33]. In our study, we use SO as the data source because: (i) as one of the most popular community-driven Q&A websites, the users in SO range from novices to experts, increasing the diversity of the analyzed issues; (ii) developers often seek for help in SO after they cannot find solutions in documents or internet search, leading to more unsolvable and non-trivial build problems in our analyzed data; (iii) SO inherently contains build issues with implicit symptoms which are often hard to be captured in reproduced or historical build data, increasing comprehensiveness of the dataset. We construct our dataset of build issues from SO in the following steps.

Step 1: download Stack Overflow dataset. We download SO dataset $S_{all}$ from the official Data Dump in December 2019 [2], which covers 18,597,936 SO posts from July 31, 2008 to December 1, 2019. We keep the post identifier, question body, answers, and tags in the metadata of each post for our study.

Step 2: identify build-related posts. An SO post usually has 1 to 5 tags [8], which indicate the belonging domains of the post. Therefore, we utilize a set of build-related tags to identify and extract build-related posts from $S_{all}$. Similar to previous work [8], we construct a set of build-related tags as follows.

(1) We start with a tag set $T_{ini}$ that includes our initial build-related tags. As this study focuses on three mainstream Java build systems Maven, Gradle, and Ant that are widely studied in previous work [14, 20, 26, 27], we define an initial tag set $T_{ini} = \{ant, mon, gradle\}$.

(2) We extract a subset of posts $S_{part}$ whose tags match at least one tag in $T_{ini}$ and identify more build-related tags based on $S_{part}$. Specifically, we construct a set of candidate tags $T_{cand}$ by extracting all the tags of the posts in $S_{part}$.
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3.2 Manual Labelling
Each post in the dataset is manually classified as false positive (i.e., it is unrelated to build issues or its accepted answer is useless ac-
cording to the questioner’s additional comments) or assigned a set of labels describing (i) the how-to topic, which is the summariza-
tion of the how-to question description, (ii) the failure symptom, which shows what the failure looks like according to the question description, and (iii) the fix pattern, which tells how a build issue is fixed distilled from the accepted answer. Each of these labels is optional. In particular, if the post is raising a how-to question (e.g., asking help to implement a specific build task or discussing con-
ceptual build knowledge) rather than an encountered build failure, only the how-to topic label is necessary for such a how-to question; otherwise, for the post with a concrete build failure encountered by the questioner, it is labelled with both the failure symptom and the fix pattern.

The manually labelling is conducted following an open coding procedure \[24\] by the fist two authors with 5-year experience of soft-
ware development. Moreover, we synchronize the label set among participants. In particular, the two authors independently tag each issue assigned to her with an existing label from the current label set or create a new label when the issue cannot be categorized to
existing label. The newly-created label is instantly updated into the label set and can be used by other participants then. Al-
though, in principle, this is against the notion of open coding, little is known about general-type build fixing and the granularity of previous error category is too coarse in our study. Hence, to avoid the number of labels from growing excessively, following previous studies \[4, 16\], we adopt the compromise without introducing sub-
stantial bias. In this process, the conflict ratio between two authors is 25.65%.

In the cases where there is a conflict between the two authors, a third arbitrator who is practised in build knowledge with 7 years of build system experience, would be introduced to label the issue. In case of further disagreement among the three participants, the conflicts are discussed and solved among all participants. We follow this rigorous procedure until all issues reach agreement and the final label results are checked by all participants.

Through the preceding process, except the 171 false positive posts, 444 how-to posts are labelled with how-to topics and 465 build failures are labelled with symptoms and fix patterns. To an-
swer \(RQ1\), we analyze 444 how-to posts and distill the frequent topics in Section 4. For \(RQ2\), we construct a taxonomy of build failure symptoms based on the labels. All the authors proceed to group similar codes into categories and create a hierarchical taxonomy of challenges. The grouping process is iterative, in which they continuously go back and forth between categories and questions to refine the taxonomy. The frequent and non-trivial symptom categories in our taxonomy are discussed in Section 5. For \(RQ3\), we study the characteristics of fix patterns for each symptom category in Section 6. For convenience, we list the main findings and implications drawn from this paper (including \(RQ1\), \(RQ2\), and \(RQ3\)) in Table 1.
to access (i.e., write/read) variables in a build script; 4.28 % of the questions ask for code examples of conditions (e.g., loop/if-else); and the rest are questions on the data structure (e.g., array iteration). Besides, 19.14% how-to questions are about the difficulties that developers encounter when they attempt to write build code to implement common build tasks (e.g., compile, test, deploy, or assemble); a non-negligible number (13.51%) of questions are related to file system operations, since resource arrangements occur frequently during the build process; 12.61% are concerned about customizing dependencies to the project; 6.08% questions are on the usage of specific third-party plugins; and 8.56% of the questions are about the interoperability between the build system and the command line (e.g., “how to pass parameters in command line to the build process?”). The questions vary from naive puzzles (e.g., grammar) to very particular problems (e.g., usage of some specific plugin). It may attribute to the co-existence of novices’ and experts’ posts on Stack Overflow, both of which are important and noteworthy.

Overall, most (80.84%) questions are about build script programming, indicating that a non-trivial number of developers have difficulties in writing a complete version of build scripts for their projects. Hence, build script generation or completion tools are helpful for developers in programming build scripts, where modern code generation techniques [11, 15, 31] may be adopted since build scripts are often semi-structured and most build tasks can be specified concisely. Furthermore, we observe that developers complain about documents and tutorials in their SO posts (e.g., “Neither the documentation had any sort of straightforward example…” [1]), indicating that the completeness, usability, and readability of documents in third-party plugins, dependencies, and build tools should be improved [4]. In addition, to a certain extent, the how-to topics with high frequency imply the build components that developers are unfamiliar with, which are vulnerable and subject to introducing defects in the further build script evolution.

For RQ1, see Findings F.1 and F.2, as well as Implications I.1 and I.2 in Table 1.

5 SYMPTOMS OF BUILD ISSUES (RQ2)

5.1 Taxonomy and Distribution

Figure 4 shows the hierarchical taxonomy of symptoms manually constructed in our study. Nodes are in descending gray-level along with their depth in hierarchy (e.g., leaf nodes are in white). Each leaf node represents a category and its non-white parent node that consists of multiple categories is an inner-category. For example, download error (C.1) is an inner-category that can be further divided into two categories: connection error (C.1.1) and license error (C.1.2). The number in the top right corner refers to the number of issues in that category. In total, our taxonomy consists of 15 inner-categories and 50 categories. The broad scope of build error types indicates the prevalence and the diversity of build failures. We next discuss categories by groups according to their belonging inner-categories. Due to space limit, we only address the frequent and non-trivial categories, and the complete explanations for each category are on our website [3].

Parse (B). It is a build stage where the build system validates the build script prior to executing build tasks, and 15.48% of the build issues occur in the parsing phase. All the previous studies [22, 26] lump parsing issues together as one group, while our taxonomy further classifies them into 7 categories regarding to their error symptoms. Illegal symbol (B.1) errors cover 59.72% parsing issues and they are triggered when the build system fails to resolve characters in the build script (e.g., undefined keywords, properties or tasks). Besides such grammar check, the build system also validates the presence of necessary artifacts such as embedded properties and project modules, and interrupts when the property is not initialized (i.e., missing property (B.4)), modules are not correctly recognized (i.e., module resolution error (B.5)), or the value of the property is invalid (i.e., property value resolution error (B.7)).

Dependency resolution (C). It is an essential step in the build process and responsible for preparing necessary dependencies directly or transitively specified by developers, which covers 19.57% build issues. All the previous studies [27, 34] classify dependency-related issues into one large group and regard them as a big concern in build activities; on this basis, our taxonomy further derives 4 finer categories within dependency-related failures. Dependency findability error (C.3), the most frequent category in the dependency resolution phase, occurs when the required dependencies cannot be found in the specified location (e.g., remote, central, or local repository). Conflict error (C.2) is triggered when a project relies on different versions of the same library. Usually developers would not simultaneously use multiple versions of one dependency, but it is difficult for them to be aware of the hidden transitively-dependent relationship among dependencies, which actually causes the conflict issue. These two common error types cover 91.43% dependency resolution issues while the rest are caused by connection error (C.1.1) and license error (C.1.2) triggered in the unsuccessful dependency downloading process.

Resource processing (E). It covers the build failures triggered in processing resources. Half of the resource processing issues are accessibility error (E.1), which is triggered when the build system is unable to find the specified resources. Besides, some resources are not originally embedded within the project and need to be generated or merged. Therefore, we classify these issues into categories generation error (E.2) and merge error (E.3), respectively. Furthermore, when the build system parses resource files and finds any violation, format error (E.4) is triggered.

Compilation (F). It covers a non-negligible part (12.04%) in build issues. A small ratio (16.07%) of compilation issues are reported by the build system. For example, when the build system is unable to load compilers (i.e., compiler loading error (F.1)) or unable to load specified files for compilation (i.e., source file loading error (F.2)). The rest issues (83.93%) in the compilation phase are errors thrown by the compiler (i.e., compiler error (F.3)). For example, unsupported operator (F.3.3) (i.e., the current Java version is not compatible with the used operators) and source code encoding error (F.3.2) are the errors detected by a compiler when it is parsing the source code. We observe that most errors (82.98%) reported by a compiler are symbol resolution error (F.3.1), which refers to the cases that symbols (e.g., variable, class, method or package) in source code cannot be resolved by the compiler, usually with error messages as cant. resolve or doesn’t exist. This observation is consistent with the finding in the previous work [32].

Assemble (G). It is a collection of tasks that process the compiled files and package them into distributable or executable formats
contain the builds that abnormally occupy too much time or where the output of certain build task is not as expected although no error is triggered during that build task. For example, the developer refers to the cases implicit symptoms rather than explicit error message (i.e., “build failure”). For example, performance issue (J.2) and memory issue (J.3) contain the builds that abnormally occupy too much time or too large memory space. Unexpected output (J.1) refers to the cases where the output of certain build task is not as expected although no error is triggered during that build task. For example, the developer assigns Jacoco plugin to collect and report dynamic test coverage during the build process; although the build finishes successfully, the generated report is incomplete with missing coverage results for some tests.

Non-error issue (J). It is concerned about the build issues with implicit symptoms rather than explicit error message (i.e., “build failure”). For example, performance issue (J.2) and memory issue (J.3) contain the builds that abnormally occupy too much time or too large memory space. Unexpected output (J.1) refers to the cases where the output of certain build task is not as expected although no error is triggered during that build task. For example, the developer assigns Jacoco plugin to collect and report dynamic test coverage during the build process; although the build finishes successfully, the generated report is incomplete with missing coverage results for some tests.

Extra plugin execution (K). Considering the large number of third-party plugins, except for the plugins for common build tasks (e.g., resource processing (E), compilation (F), test (H), deploy (I), and assemble (G) as listed in our taxonomy), we group the build failures triggered during the execution of the other plugins into this inner-category. These build failures are further classified into finer categories regarding to their functions. For example, code analysis (K.1) covers the build failures triggered by plugins for conducting code analysis (e.g., static code analysis or dynamic coverage collection); document generation error (K.3) covers the errors thrown by plugins for generating documents (e.g., Javadoc). Given the diversity of plugins in the wild, instead of enumeration, an extendable category other plugins (K.4) is used to contain the rest issues.

Output execution (L). Some build-related issues do not trigger build failures explicitly during the build process, but generate problematic outputs (e.g., compiled class file, assembled jar, or executable application) that fail to work properly. We group such issues as output execution (L). In other words, these issues are actually build failures with delayed exposure. Note that such build failures are often neglected by the previous studies on build failures [26, 27], since their analysis only keeps the build issues with explicit error symptoms during the build process. After inspecting the various run-time exceptions and errors thrown during the output execution, we find that 67.69% of them are related to class loading error (L.1), which consists of two symptoms: ClassNotfoundException and NoClassDefFoundError. They occur when the Java Virtual Machine is unable to find a particular class at run-time and we group these two symptoms together, because in many cases they are nested with each other and essentially they are both caused by missing classes during run-time. Class loading error (L.1) often stems from the missing or incorrect dependencies in the assemble or compilation phases, and more details and examples of their root causes will be discussed in Section 6. Furthermore, when the Java versions in run-time and compilation phases are inconsistent, Java
we observe such symptoms on most mainstream IDEs, such as Android Studio, Eclipse, and IntelliJ. Most interoperability issues (75.00%) are character resolution errors (M.2) when the build script cannot be resolved properly in IDE (e.g., an unresolved character is often addressed by a red underline). Compatibility error (M.1) is triggered when IDE is incompatible with the current version of the build system. When IDE fails to import an existing project that is already built with a build framework, IDE reports a project import error (M.3). Interoperability build issues are often occurring and resolved in developers’ local work space and therefore they are seldom included in previous studies [22, 29] that are based on historical or reproduced build data.

For RQ2, see Findings F.3 F.4 and Implications I.3 I.4 in Table 1.

5.2 Discussion

5.2.1 Comparison to Previous Studies. Several studies have investigated error types of build failures driven by different research goals. For example, Kerzazi et al. [17] interviewed developers in a company to investigate circumstances, under which the build process was broken in the sense of human factors. Given the prevalence of continuous integration (CI), there are emerging studies investigating build breakages in the CI scenario: Vassallo et al. [29] compared different error types of CI in open-source and closed-source projects; Zolfagharnia et al. [34] investigated environmental impacts on CI error types of CPAN projects. Besides CI, there are studies [13, 26, 27] investigating build issues under the traditional build scenario. For example, Hassan et al. [13] inspected 91 build issues to explore the feasibility of automatic build.

Table 2 lists all the studies related to general build issue classification. The column “Dataset attributes” shows project types (closed-source or open-source), build scenarios, and build systems involved in their datasets; the column “Label process” shows how these studies label each build failure in their datasets to derive the categorization. Specifically, “Automated label” means that the study utilizes text processing techniques to automatically extract labels from build failure logs to label each build failure; “Manual label” means that each build failure is labelled via manual inspection. The column “Size” counts the number of categories in the taxonomy and the last column presents the frequent error types in their findings.

Overall, we observe that our taxonomy differs from previous studies in terms of granularity, diversity, and distribution. (i) Our taxonomy is derived at a finer granularity so that the corresponding fix patterns within each symptom category would be more uniform. It helps understand developers’ resolution behaviours on different build failures. Note that a fine-granularity taxonomy is not always necessarily practicable in all studies, which is dependent on the research goal and the categorization methodology (automated or manual label). (ii) We observe that our taxonomy covers extra categories that are absent in previous studies. The reason might be that our dataset is mined from build issues posted by developers on SO while previous studies are based on build history data in CI or reproduced data in traditional build scenario. The latter inherently filters out the build issues without explicit failure symptoms during the build process. (iii) Another difference lies in the frequency distribution of the categories in our taxonomy, which is not identical with previous ones. Actually as shown in the column “Frequent categories”, almost every study derives different frequent categories. The biggest reason for the inconsistence may stem from the underlying datasets. Different sources, build scenarios and build tools all attribute to the different distribution of frequent failure types. As shown in the table, analyzing build issues from SO, our taxonomy inherently is not limited to open or closed source projects, CI or traditional build scenario. Furthermore, the frequent error types identified by previous studies may be those that occur most frequently in build activities, while the frequent error types identified by our study tend to be the issues hard to solve, since SO posts are often composed by the problems developers cannot resolve at first glance.

5.2.2 Evaluation of the Taxonomy. In the previous section, we illustrate the difference of our taxonomy compared to the previous work. Note that we are not to judge which taxonomy is better, since as aforementioned, all the taxonomies are driven by different research goals. In this work, our goal is to understand build issue resolution in practice. Therefore, we evaluate our taxonomy against the latest taxonomy proposed by Hassan et al. [13] in terms of this goal. We further construct another sample of 150 SO posts from the remaining dataset, categorize them according to our taxonomy and Hassan’s, respectively, and then calculate the following measurements as suggested in previous work [21]. The numbers before and after “/” refer to the results on our taxonomy and Hassan’s respectively. We find that (i) 10%/49% of issues cannot fit in any category; (ii) 14%/36% categories have no issues; (iii) there are 3.1/7.2 fixing patterns on average in each category. The results demonstrate that our taxonomy has less categorization errors and the smaller number of fix patterns in each taxonomy indicates the better performance in facilitating failure resolution.

5.2.3 Different Views of the Taxonomy. Our taxonomy is primarily derived based on the issue-triggering phases and the manifested symptoms. Actually there can be various aspects to analyze build issues (e.g., incremental/full, local/remote, and system/user), and thus we further discuss our taxonomy with different views. For example, build issues can be generally categorized into system errors or user errors. The former refers to the issues associated with incorrect functioning of the build tool itself (e.g., Ant), and the latter refers to the issues caused by artifacts outside the build tool (e.g., dependencies or user configuration). Within our taxonomy, we can observe that some categories are purely related to system errors (e.g., all issues in Tool loading error can be resolved by the build tool itself), while some categories are the mixture of both errors (e.g., issues in Illegal symbol are probably caused by changing the build tool or syntax errors from users). Overall, most build issues are resulting from developers. Moreover, we also find that different
Although we observe only a small number of such cases (i.e., less than five), it is interesting to further investigate the impact from different platforms (e.g., operating systems) on build issue resolution.

6 FIX PATTERNS OF BUILD ISSUES (RQ3)

To capture how developers fix different types of build issues, in this section, for each symptom category, we summarize their fix patterns in Table 3. The columns “Inner-category” and “Category” are consistent with our taxonomy in Figure 4 and the number in parentheses is the number of build issues in that category. The column “Category description” briefly describes the symptom category, the column “Fix pattern description” presents the fix pattern and the last column “#Issues” is the number of issues fixed by that pattern. Take the first row in the table as an example, out of the 8 issues in inner-category initialization (A), 5 issues belong to tool loading error (A.2) and all of them are fixed by changing the version of the build tool. Due to space limit, we do not list the patterns with low frequency (i.e., #Issues < 3) and the complete list of all patterns can be found in our website[3].

Overall, we observe complicated crossovers between different fix patterns and symptom categories, confirming that build failure resolution is a challenging problem. Meanwhile, the average number of fix patterns in each category (i.e., 3.08) is much less than in each inner-category (i.e., 7.36), indicating that our taxonomy potentially divides build failures with different causes into different small groups, which supports the necessity and validity of our fine-granularity taxonomy derived in RQ2. We next discuss the main findings and implications as following.

6.1 Prevalent Fix Patterns Across Symptoms

Although the number of symptom categories and fix patterns is large, there are prevalent patterns that can fix multiple symptom categories. We find that 67.96% of the build issues are fixed by repairing the build script code related to the components plugin and dependency; and these build issues cover 37 out of 50 (74.00%) symptom categories in our taxonomy.

In addition, we use Figure 5 to show the frequency of each fix pattern on each inner-category. X axis represents each inner-category and the letter identifier is consistent with our taxonomy in Figure 4; Y axis shows fix patterns following with their total frequency.

Due to space limit, patterns with total frequency < 5 are not shown in the figure.

Figure 5: Distribution of fix patterns on inner-categories

The figure shows the overall trend more intuitively but at a price of detailed information loss compared to Table 3. In Figure 5, we can also observe that the patterns related to plugins and dependencies cover a broad scope of inner-categories. In particular, fix patterns related to plugins (e.g., correcting plugin option or adding missing plugin) cover build issues in 31 categories. For example, correcting plugin option fixes 28 categories and 18.27% build issues, which is the most frequently-used fix pattern. Patterns on script code related to dependencies cover 21 symptom categories: adding missing dependency covers 12 categories and fixes 13.54% build issues; correcting dependency version, adding searching repository, and excluding conflict dependency fix 7.10%, 7.10%, and 6.67% of build issues, respectively. It implies that defective script code in plugin setting and dependency declaration is a major cause for build issues.

The analysis of prevalent fix patterns across symptoms is summarized by Finding F.5 and Implication I.5 in Table 1.

6.2 Frequent Pairs of Fix Patterns and Symptoms

From Table 3, we observe that there exist frequent pairs of patterns and symptom categories, which indicates that given a symptom category, most issues in that category can be fixed by a specific pattern.

In Table 3, we find that for 20 symptom categories, more than half of its build issues can be fixed by a specific pattern, and we regard such combination of symptom category and fix pattern as a frequent pair. For example, 30 out of 43 illegal symbol (B.1) issues are resolved by fixing syntax error; 19 out of 26 conflict errors (C.2)
Table 3: Frequent fix patterns of each category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner-category</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Category description</th>
<th>Fix pattern description</th>
<th>#Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[A] Initialization (8)</td>
<td>[A.2] Tool loading error (5)</td>
<td>Unable to launch build tool</td>
<td>Change build tool version</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B] Parse (72)</td>
<td>[B.1] Illegal symbol (43)</td>
<td>Keywords or variables (e.g., property, task, or method) cannot be resolved</td>
<td>Fix syntax error</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[B.2] Obsolete API (7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Deprecated API is in build script</td>
<td>Change build tool version</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[B.4] Missing property (6)</td>
<td>Property without default value is not initialized</td>
<td>Change plugin version</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[B.5] Module resolution error (6)</td>
<td>Resolution error during configuring modules</td>
<td>Correct relative location of modules</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[B.6] Project attribute resolution error (4)</td>
<td>Project attribute (e.g., build type) is invalid</td>
<td>Correct project build type</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C] Dependency resolution (91)</td>
<td>[C.1] Class loading error (44)</td>
<td>Run-time exceptions (e.g., ClassNotFoundException or NoClassDefFound) are triggered during class loading</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C.2] Conflict error (26)</td>
<td>Multiple versions of the same dependency are required simultaneously</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[C.3] Dependency findability error (59)</td>
<td>Unable to find the required dependency in the specified remote/central/local repository or local location</td>
<td>Add searching repository</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[D] Plugin resolution (24)</td>
<td>[D.1] Plugin findability error (13)</td>
<td>Unable to find the required plugin in remote/local/central repository</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[D.2] Plugin cover error (3)</td>
<td>Plugin execution is not specified in build lifecycle</td>
<td>Change plugin version</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[D.3] Plugin apply error (8)</td>
<td>Unable to apply plugin</td>
<td>Specify plugin execution phase</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[E] Resource processing (20)</td>
<td>[E.1] Accessibility error (10)</td>
<td>Unable to find the required resource</td>
<td>Correct plugin/assembly, option/property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot resolve symbol (e.g., variable, class method or package) that does not exist</td>
<td>Add missing dependency</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[F] Compilation (56)</td>
<td>[F.3.1] Symbol resolution error (39)</td>
<td>Cannot resolve symbol (e.g., variable, class method or package) that does not exist</td>
<td>Add missing dependency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Encoding formal error in parsing source code</td>
<td>Fix source code</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[F.3.2] Source code encoding error (3)</td>
<td>Compilation compatibility error</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Correct dependency usage setting</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specify plugin execution phase</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[G] Assemble (38)</td>
<td>[G.1] Duplicated file (18)</td>
<td>Multiple or conflict files are found</td>
<td>Exclude redundant files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cannot find required files</td>
<td>Exclude conflict dependency</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[G.4] Process aborting (12)</td>
<td>Package process is interrupted abnormally</td>
<td>Set plugin/assemble, option/property</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[H] Test (12)</td>
<td>[H.1] Test loading error (7)</td>
<td>Unable to load tests</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exclude conflict dependency</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[L] Output execution (67)</td>
<td>[L.1] Class loading error (44)</td>
<td>Run-time exceptions (e.g., ClassNotFoundException or NoClassDefFound) are triggered during class loading</td>
<td>Change dependency version</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are fixed by excluding conflict dependency; and 22 out of 44 class loading errors (L.1) are fixed by adding missing dependency. Besides, as shown in Figure 5, the darker cells also confirm that specific fix patterns are clustering in different inner-categories. Therefore, heuristic strategies for build failure resolution can be derived from these frequent pairs.

The analysis of frequent pairs of fix patterns and symptoms is summarized by Finding F.6 and Implication I.6 in Table 1.

6.3 Case-by-case Fix Patterns for Symptoms

In spite of the existence of prevalent fix patterns and frequent pairs, many symptom categories (30 out of 50) do not have common fixing strategies and are fixed by case-by-case patterns. Specifically, the number of fix patterns in each category varies from 1 to 10 and the average number is 3.08. For example, there are 10 fix patterns for the symptom symbol resolution error (F.3.1), 10 patterns for dependency findability error (C.3) and 8 patterns for class loading error (L.1)\(^2\). Furthermore, 115 build issues are fixed by a pattern different from the other issues that are in its same category. To a certain extent, this observation explains why manually build issue resolution is challenging, which requires developers’ comprehensive knowledge and experience in various cases of failure resolution. Additionally, it may also explain why the state-of-the-art automated build resolution techniques are not that effective. Compared to the overall cases, their fixing strategies only cover a tip of the iceberg, and more fixing strategies may be included according to the massive corner fixing cases derived from our results.

The analysis of case-by-case fix patterns is summarized by Finding F.7 and Implication I.7 in Table 1.

6.4 Challenges in Simplistic Fix Patterns

According to our statistics, 79.78% build issues are fixed by a few lines of modification on build script code (i.e., within 10 lines). Particularly, the pattern changing dependency version, correcting plugin option or correcting plugin version often involve only one-line modification. Notwithstanding that, there is a knowledge gap for developers to transform fix patterns (template) into concrete fix patches\(^3\).

For example, in process aborting (G.4) category, 7 build issues can be fixed by enabling a specific option in the plugin for assemble (i.e.,

\(^2\)Recall that we do not list less frequent patterns due to space limit and the complete pattern list is on our website [5].

\(^3\)A pattern is an abstract template while a patch is concrete and ready-for-use modification.
correction plugin assemble option enable. As shown in the Example (a) (i.e., the #35890257 post on SO), the assemble phase is interrupted due to the abnormal process abortion. According to the developers’ discussion in this post, the root cause is the large number of .dex files; and setting multiDexEnabled to True can prevent the build process from abortion. multiDexEnabled is an option in Android plugin while most questioners of this failure symptom are unaware of the function of this option. To sum up, a third-party plugin usually has many options, e.g., Android plugin has 82 options, which require massive open knowledge for developers to solve plugin-related build issues.

Therefore, although most patterns are simplistic, they are associated with different third-party libraries and the libraries always keep evolving and updating their features, which is challenging for a manual follow-up. Although build fixing techniques may relieve such manual efforts by embedding as much domain knowledge as possible in advance, considering the timeliness, the fixing strategies have to be dynamically updated to keep stable effectiveness since the external resources (dependencies/plugins) are evolving all the time. For example, the history-based failure fixing technique Hirebuild [14] is less half effective when it is evaluated one year later with the original training set [18] and the timeliness may partly attribute to it.

The challenge in simplistic fix patterns is summarized by Finding F.8 and Implication I.8 in Table 1.

6.5 Challenges in Non-intuitive Fix Patterns

We observe that many fix patterns are non-intuitive for the given symptom category and developers often face difficulties in realizing the root causes behind these build issues.

For example, for 7 build issues in obsolete API (B.2), surprisingly they are not caused by the direct usage of the deprecated API; instead, some plugin transitively uses that obsolete API, which is often neglected by developers. In other words, developers apply a third-party plugin, which uses an obsolete API indirectly. In Example (b), a developer encounters an obsolete API warning and confidently claims that the obsolete API is never used by herself in the build script. Actually, the older version of the plugin com.google.gms:google-services uses this deprecated API; and upgrading the plugin to a new version can resolve this issue.

Besides, half of the issues in missing property (B.4) are not caused by the absence of property declaration but caused by the incorrect relative path among modules. In Example (c), although the error message is reporting missing property and the developer is pretty sure that the property is already written in the script code, the root cause is the incorrect relative location of modules. Because there are inherited properties between the parent module and the child module, an incorrect relative location declaration can prevent the build system from resolving the value of the inherited property.

Furthermore, most issues in class loading error (L.1) are also fixed by non-intuitive patterns. In the Example (d), the developer complains that the build process is successful but the generated application does not run successfully by reporting the class loading error (L.1). It is difficult for the developer to learn that this error comes from the building process because class loading error (L.1) is a type of build errors with "fake" successful build status but exposed after build (discussed in Section 5). In this example, the root cause is that the dependency library json is not included in the compilation phase and thus adding it can resolves the ClassNotFoundException issue.

The challenge in non-intuitive fix patterns is summarized by Finding F.9 and Implication I.9 in Table 1.

7 Threats to Validity

A major threat to validity is that we only use Stack Overflow as the data source to study how developers resolve build issues. Although the study is based on a representative sample of SO posts and SO posts have been widely used in previous work [5, 7, 8, 10, 23, 30, 33], there could be build issues that are never discussed on SO. In other words, we cannot guarantee the generalizability of our observations due to the bias induced by single data source. In the further, we plan to extend our study in more data sources (e.g., Github) and build systems to further validate our findings.

Another threat lies in the construction of the tag set which we utilize to extract build-related SO posts. We cannot guarantee the tag set is complete since the thresholds chosen for the metrics significance and relevance may overlook some tags related to build
issues. To mitigate this threat, we adopt the smallest threshold values used in previous work [8] to firstly include as many related tags as possible, and then we refine the tag set by further manual inspection to ensure the precision. In addition, to eliminate the false positive resulting from automatically extracting posts with selected SO tags, the first two authors of this paper manually label these posts.

In addition, the possible subjectiveness introduced during the manual analysis might induce bias in the results. To mitigate this threat, we ensure each data item is labelled by at least two authors with a third arbitrator resolving the conflicts and inspecting all final results.

8 RELATED WORK

As this paper targets at the understanding of build-issue resolution, it is very related to both the work on build failures and build fixing.

8.1 Build Failures

Build failures have been extensively studied in recent years. Kerzazi et al. [17] interviewed developers to study why build breakages are introduced in an industrial case. Tufano et al. [27] investigated build errors in Maven projects and Sulir et al. [26] studied error categories in open source Java projects built with Maven, Ant and Graddle. Hassan et al. [13] inspected 91 build issues to explore the feasibility of automatic build. With the prevalence of continuous integration (CI), there are emerging studies investigating build breakages in CI scenario. Rausch et al. [22] studied the factors affecting CI build errors in open-source Java projects. Vassallo et al. [29] compared the build errors in open-source CI and closed-source CI. Zolfagharinia et al. [34] investigated the environmental impacts (REs and OSes) on CI build failures in CPAN projects. Besides general build failures, several studies focused on specific type of build failures. Seo et al. [25] performed a large scale study on compiler errors in build process at Google; Zhang et al. [32] further investigated compiler errors on open-source Java projects in continuous integration; Beller et al. [9] investigated build breakages related to testing on TRAVIS CI; Ghaleb et al. [12] studied the build issues with long duration.

Different from existing studies, we conduct the first comprehensive study on build failures by mainly focusing on fix patterns; meanwhile, to characterize patterns precisely, a fine-granularity taxonomy of build failure symptom is derived in our study and the difference with previous studies is discussed detailedly in Section 5.2.1. Furthermore, in this work, we also summarize frequent topics developers ask frequently about build issues, indicating the challenges developers encounter in build activities.

8.2 Build Fixing

The prevalence of build failures has inspired emerging studies on automated build fixing techniques. Macho et al. [19] designed three fixing strategies for only dependency-related Maven build failures. Zhang et al. [32] studied compiler failures in CI and summarized fix patterns particularly for frequent compiler errors. Different from these studies on the specific type of build failures, our work investigates fix patterns across general types of build failures.

Al-Kofahi et al. [6] proposed a fault localization approach for Makefile by calculating statement suspiciousness based on their dynamic execution trace. Vassallo et al. [28] proposed a supporting tool, summarizing Maven build logs and providing relevant online links to reduce developers’ resolution efforts. Hassan and Wang [14] fixed general build failures via analysis on build history data. Recently, Lou et al. [18] proposed a history-oblivious fixing technique for general build failures via code analysis and search-based patch generation. Although promising, the effectiveness of the state-of-the-art fixing techniques is still far from satisfactory (i.e., the latest technique successfully fixed only 18% build failures [18]), indicating a gap between automated techniques and practical build failure resolution. To bridge such a gap, in this work, we manually inspect a large number of practical human fixing cases and summarize fix patterns for general-type build failures.

9 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a comprehensive study of build-issue resolution by manually inspecting 1,080 build issues from Stack Overflow. We distill frequent topics in developers’ how-to questions and find that most (80.84%) of them are about script code programming. Through the study, we also construct a fine-granularity taxonomy of 50 failure symptom categories and summarize fix patterns for different failure types. We find that build issues stretch over a wide spectrum of symptoms; and prevalent fix patterns and frequent combinations of failure symptoms and fix patterns can be adopted to facilitate build failure resolution. Furthermore, we discuss the challenges in both simplistic and non-intuitive fix patterns.
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